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Dear Friends: 
 
Plan for Tuesday 25 June.  We will integrate the cosmology theory with the Natal chart to 
show that there's a meaning and a purpose to this unit of life that is going on life to life.  

a. Double nature of Overself or Soul... as indivisible and divisible...  
b. How the ray of soul, unit soul... unit of life, 26.4.257 and 25.2.204  (PB terms) goes 

through a journey of unfolding, evolving, grow up and wake up, in relation to the vast 
World-idea or "matrix" of Cosmos. As Anthony puts it: "you become wisdom"... and 
compassion... unique expression and alignment with the World-Idea.    

c. What is a mandala: some pointers… and from AD… and three contexts 
d. Mandala: The circle. the point, the radii, some geometry and cosmology of the 

beautiful symbol: especially the circle and the cross.  
e. What are the 360 degrees?  What does Anthony mean by them, degrees as unique 

expressions of intelligence... spectrum of  meaning in our lives… 
f. Spectrum or levels/phases of soul embodiment, and spectrum of consciouness-

vibration. As Plotinus says: ray of soul meets the organized body.   
g. Four fold Mandala in metaphysical, cosmological and natal-earth setting. Four 

folds as hierarchy and simultaneity. 
h. Different meanings of the four-fold in the earth... the meaning of the four points... 

as four "gates" of Buddhism, from the Shamanic tradition, from Malidoma Some in 
the African Tradition; from Jung, ... etc!  Apply this to look at our lives.  

BACKGROUND: 

Read/listen to Anthony: soul first comes into being-universal being or witnessing—by 

identifying with the whole of the 360 degrees.  

 

Pictures for “a ray of soul and organized body.” Ray of soul “first enters the heavens” and puts 

on a heavenly covering… and more and more dense vehicles. Intelligence of the Stars, the 

Reasoning of planetary powers—transaturnians and Saturnians—and the four “gates” of Earth… 

four points of the astrological cross. 

 

Anthony correlates them with Metaphysics, with  Cosmos, and then the astrological mandala.   

universal manifestation is the body of god 

all stars each related to one another form sidereal zodiac:  
each star embodies an idea which has within it a multiplicity  
those ideas are the 360:  each one has multiple universal perspective  

 

360 are the circle of the mandala… UNIVERSAL BEING … 

Before birth… we can imagine the cosmic individual… four levels of universal manifestation or 

vehicles…  4 circles or cross of starlight…  so its spinning … when we get born it stops  

NOW we have 4 points --  4 points on the cross   embodiment  

There is a  shift from all 360 degrees to a being that experiences through 4 eyes/perspectives  

4 perspectives known as cross:  …  asc-left-east  dsc-right-west ic-bottom mc-top-south 

Each has a specific degree of zodiac—accessed/expressed as a symbolic image 
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These 4 points make the landscape of how you see the world before you even come to know it 

These 4 perspectives bring us here: this is the being that lives the life on this planet: the organ-

ized body: an organ of experience.  

The four points are exact-- dependent on birth time--every few minutes the degrees change.  

 

living landscape …  
these 4 points are here before we are: they are the earth organism. 
just these points - before any planets.  

 

“In this fathom long body with its perceptions and mind: there is the world, the 

origin of the world, the cessation of the world, and the path leading to the cessation 

of the world.” Buddha 

 

4 points carries great wisdom:  we can learn so much of the being just here in this space of 

these 4 points tethering us to earth our starting point in this lifetime  

 

every traditions has some form or names of these 4 points 
 

 

PRACTICES: check out when sun rises on your ascendent degree, or is at your midheaven, or 

sets on descendent degree, or midnight sun nadir. 

 
 
 

Many ancient mathematicians were 

fascinated by the relation of the circle to 

the square.  They expressed this in 

mathematics as the problem of 

“squaring the circle”: which is, 

constructing a square with the same area 

as a given circle--gives rise to the idea 

of in co measurability: the inability of 

the finite to apprehend the Infinite. 

Perhaps this problem represented a 

process of bringing the parts and 

corners of experience into a unified 

vision.  
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